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In The Know

hat do the following have in common – a salesperson asking 
a customer to purchase her products after providing her with 
free sampling; cinemas convincing prospective movie-goers 
to watch a movie by proclaiming that it is the most popular 
film of the year; car manufacturers selling “limited edition” 
cars priced at several times the prices of regular models? 

These are all examples of successful persuasion occurring 
in daily life. What constitutes successful persuasion? After 
extensive research on human psychology, scientists may 
have the answer.

Science behind SucceSSful 
PerSuaSion
In the book,  Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion1, 
psychologist Dr Robert B Cialdini broadly classifies six 
“weapons of influence” or persuasion principles to explain 
how persuasion is successfully carried out, be it at work 
or in personal situations. The six weapons of influence 
– Reciprocation, Commitment and Consistency, Social 
Proof, Liking, Authority and Scarcity – are so successful in 
triggering decision making simply because modern humans 
are overloaded with the daily routine of day-to-day living, 
and have subconsciously developed shortcuts to aid decision 

making via both social conditioning and learned behaviour. 
Thus, similar to animals, an automatic response is elicited 
once these rules are applied on the target audience.  

What relevance does studying these rules of persuasion 
have on an accountant? How will they impact ethical 
behaviour? Let’s take a look at how the above six weapons 
of influence work in an accounting and financial setting, and 
their possible impact on ethics with reference to the Code 
of Professional Conduct and Ethics (the Code).

GiftS and hoSPitality – rule of 
reciProcation
The rule of reciprocation, where we seek to repay favours 
given to us, is one of the most universal rules throughout 
time and across cultures. 

Consider a company rushing to meet the deadline for its 
annual report. Both the finance department and audit team 
have been working unearthly hours over the last few weeks. 
To show his appreciation, the finance director offers the audit 
team partner and her team a fully-paid eight-course dinner. 

Should she accept, considering that by taking up his 
offer, the team members could feel indebted, and therefore 
overlook certain faults in the books? According to guidance 

Persuasion could be the thin red line that separates ethical and 
non-ethical behaviour. Grace chua and ang Soon lii explain 

how to stay on the right side. 
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1Adapted from Influence – The Psychology of Persuasion by Robert B Cialdini
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In The Know

from Section 260 of the Code, attention is to be paid to 
the possibility of self interest and intimidation threats to 
objectivity. Hence, it is important to assess the significance 
of such threats, and be prepared to reject the offer should 
the threat be immitigable.

indiScriminate conSiStency – rule of 
commitment and conSiStency
The rule of commitment and consistency dictates that once 
we have made a choice or taken a stand, we will personally be 
committed to stick to that stand in order to stay consistent. 
This commitment is strengthened when the stand is made 
known publicly. Thus, teachers have been known to make 
students write down their personal goals so as to increase 
their motivation. Used in the correct context, this rule is well 
and good. But indiscriminate adherence to this rule is not.

Take for instance, a financial controller who discovers 
that extensive and material adjustments are required for 
the financial year as a result of an error by her staff. The 
error was only discovered that morning – a day after she had 
announced to the Board of Directors that the financial figures 
have been finalised and were ready for release. According to 
Section 320.3 of the Code, which requires financial figures to 
be accurate and complete in all material aspects, the financial 
controller should proceed with the adjustment, and update 
the Board accordingly.

herd mentality – rule of Social Proof
Since time immemorial, people have exhibited herd 
mentality, following what they perceive to be the standard 

actions of the people around them. For instance, when 
lunching in an unfamiliar place, there is a tendency to choose 
the restaurant with the largest crowd, since “the crowd will 
know what is best”.

Take for example, a newly-hired accounts executive who 
discovers that a colleague has been deliberately overstating 
expense claims and attributing unsupported claims as “lost 
receipts”. To her consternation, this malpractice had long 
been discovered by her fellow executives, but it was never 
reported since “no one wants to rock the boat”. This clearly 
goes against Section 100.4(a) of the Code, which calls for a 
member to be honest and straightforward in all professional 
and business relationships.

diSciPline in the family – rule of 
likinG
It is an established fact that we are more apt to accept the 
views of the people we like, such as friends and relatives, 
because they are either similar to us, belong to the same 
family, or grew up, studied or worked with us. Over time, 
we have learned to cooperate with them and trust them in 
order to work together for a common set of goals.

Imagine a situation whereby the finance director in 
a family business is asked by his nephew, the new sales 
manager, to record the proceeds arising from several agency 
transactions undertaken by the company on behalf of its 
principal as sales and cost of sales at gross amount, instead of 
recording the net amount of the transactions as commission. 
This way, the sales manager’s performance will be able to 
meet the expectations of the company’s managing director, 
who is incidentally the sales manager’s father. Will his family 
ties cause the finance director to record the transaction in a 
manner not in accordance with Financial Reporting Standard 
18, Revenue, thereby breaching Section 320.1 of the Code? 
The Code requires a professional accountant in business 
to prepare or present information fairly, honestly and in 
accordance with relevant accounting standards.

ordered chaoS – rule of authority
The rule of authority theorises that people automatically 
comply with instructions given by the people in authority, 
without further considerations to the consequences of 
unquestioning adherence. This was proven by studies2 
whereby conspicuously wrong instructions were given by 
people in authority to people with vast wealth of experience. 
These wrong instructions were followed without exception, 
even to the extent of breaching standard procedures.

Suppose an accountant is ordered by his director to include 
a shipment to customers, which occurred one day after the 
financial year end in the concluded financial year, in order to 

2Examples of such studies can be found in Influence – The Psychology of Persuasion, p219-220 and p224-225
3Taken from Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics S100.1
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Appendix 

Relevant extracts of the Code of professional Conduct and 
ethics 

Section 100: introduction and Fundamental principles
100.4(a) Integrity – A member should be straightforward and honest in 
all professional and business relationships.

Section 240: Fees and Other Types of Remuneration
240.1 When entering into negotiations regarding public accountancy 
services, a practising member may quote whatever fee deemed to 
be appropriate. The fact that one practising member may quote a fee 
lower than another is not in itself unethical. Nevertheless, there may be 
threats to compliance with the fundamental principles arising from the 
level of fees quoted. For example, a self-interest threat to professional 
competence and due care is created if the fee quoted is so low that 
it may be difficult to perform the engagement in accordance with 
applicable technical and professional standards for that price.
240.2 The significance of such threats will depend on factors such as 
the level of fee quoted and the services to which it applies. In view of 
these potential threats, safeguards should be considered and applied as 
necessary to eliminate them or reduce them to an acceptable level.
Safeguards which may be adopted include
a Making the client aware of the terms of the engagement and, in 

particular, the basis on which fees are charged and which services are 
covered by the quoted fee

b Assigning appropriate time and qualified staff to the task.

Section 260: Gifts and Hospitality
260.1 A practising member, or an immediate or close family member, may 
be offered gifts and hospitality from a client. Such an offer ordinarily gives 
rise to threats to compliance with the fundamental principles. For example, 
self-interest threats to objectivity may be created if a gift from a client is 
accepted; intimidation threats to objectivity may result from the possibility 
of such offers being made public.

260.2 The significance of such threats will depend on the nature, value 
and intent behind the offer. Where gifts or hospitality which a reasonable 
and informed third party, having knowledge of all relevant information, 
would consider clearly insignificant are made, a practising member may 
conclude that the offer is made in the normal course of business without 
the specific intent to influence decision making or to obtain information. 
In such cases, the practising member may generally conclude that there 
is no significant threat to compliance with the fundamental principles.
260.3 If evaluated threats are other than clearly insignificant, safeguards 
should be considered and applied as necessary to eliminate them 
or reduce them to an acceptable level. When the threats cannot be 
eliminated or reduced to an acceptable level through the application of 
safeguards, a practising member should not accept such an offer.

Section 320: preparation and Reporting of information
320.1 Professional accountants in business are often involved in the 
preparation and reporting of information that may either be made 
public or used by others inside or outside the employing organisation. 
Such information may include financial or management information, for 
example, forecasts and budgets, financial statements, management 
discussion and analysis, and the management letter of representation 
provided to the auditors as part of an audit of financial statements. A 
professional accountant in business should prepare or present such 
information fairly, honestly and in accordance with relevant professional 
standards so that the information will be understood in its context.
320.3 A professional accountant in business should maintain information 
for which the professional accountant in business is responsible in a 
manner that
a Describes clearly the true nature of business transactions, assets or 

liabilities
b Classifies and records information in a timely and proper manner
c Represents the facts accurately and completely in all material 

respects.

boost the financial performance of the concluded financial 
year. By following his superior’s instructions, he will be 
breaching Section 320.3 of the Code, which clearly outlines 
what and how business information should be presented.

unhealthy comPetition – rule of 
Scarcity
The rule of scarcity dictates that people exhibit irrational 
behaviour when subject to competition over a scarce resource. 
Imagine you were in South Africa in June to support your 
favourite football team at the World Cup and you were 
unable to buy any tickets despite having arrived two weeks 
earlier. Rather than miss the match, a hyper-inflated price 
of US$1,000 for one ticket in the black market would sound 
rather appealing, especially when the ticket seller told you 
that there were five other interested parties to this deal. Will 
you increase the initial offer to US$1,500? Given human 
reaction to such baiting, the answer is obvious.

Now consider a CPA firm entering a bid against other firms 
to audit a potential client of world renown. Despite knowing 
that the break-even figure is S$1 million, the incentive to bid 
under S$1 million is still strong, especially with the desire 
to go “one-up” over the other firms. While quoting a lower 
fee is not in itself unethical, given the low fee, the firm may 
not be able to uphold the required level of applicable and 
technical professional competency in the engagement. The 
bidding firm will do well to consult Section 240.1 and Section 
240.2 of the Code for guidance before providing its quote.

without fear or favour
Following the above discussions, it appears that the study of 
the rules of persuasion is immensely relevant to accountants, 
since mere automatic behavioural triggers can persuade us 
to take the short step down the slippery slope of unethical 
behaviour. 

In this setting, adhering to a set of guiding principles, 
such as the Code, becomes increasingly important, since 
the distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its 
acceptance of the responsibility to act in the public interest3. 
Thus, the member should seek at all times to comply with the 
fundamental principles of integrity, objectivity, professional 
competence and due care, confidentiality and professional 
behaviour, and ensure that his/her actions are honest and 
beyond reproach. 

The above explains why the Code provides us a set of 
guiding principles that safeguards us from performing deeds 
out of a desire to favour those to whom we are indebted, fear 
of inconsistency, fear of social proof, desire to favour those 
we like, fear of authority and fear of scarcity.

Only then can ICPAS members proudly recite the 
Institute’s motto: Without Fear or Favour.

Case studies of local fraud cases are available at ICPAS Ethics 
Centre at www.icpas-ethicscentre.org.sg. 

Grace Chua and Ang Soon Lii are Manager and Assistant 
Manager respectively of Technical Division, ICPAS.
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